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DUEL IN
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Heslop & Robinson
Battle at Cadwell
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At the start of August, the Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge headed east to the fantastic
Cadwell Park Circuit in Lincolnshire for our first Triple Header of the season.
After the rain of Oulton Park, conditions were sunny and dry for the most part
although race 2 was run in the wet.
We had 18 drivers taking part in qualifying as the Challenge ran alongside the
National Championship for Mk7 Ford Fiestas.
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Qualifying
FASTEST AGAIN

was also happy in seventh in only his third
ever race meeting. The first non-Class D car
was the Class B Escort XR3i of Jason
Hennefer. Like everyone else it seems, he
struggled with traffic and had just overtaken
a couple of cars to finally find himself with
clear track in front of his bumper just as the
red flags appeared.

Right behind Hennefer was the first Class A
car which was in the hands of Matthew
Morton. He was delighted to be ahead of
some of the ST runners. One of these was
Matthew Spencer who rounded out the Top
Ten.

Class B man, Jason Hennefer, was one of many who was frustrated by traffic

As at Oulton, Mark Robinson was the fastest in qualifying
The newer Mk7s occupied the first 6 places at
the top of the time-sheets with the first STXR Challenge runner being Mark Robinson in
seventh. However, a test session the previous
week suggested Mark could have gone 1 sec
faster in his ST – which would have put him
fourth overall – but the session was
interrupted by a red flag and Robinson had
too much traffic to deal with to show his true
pace.
It was a similar story for our second fastest
qualifier, Will Heslop. The one occasion on
which he managed to find himself on a clear
lap was when the session was halted. Little
more than a tenth slower than Heslop was an
“over the moon” Lee Bowron.
Fourth was Sam Beckett. A Cadwell Park
debutant, he had to learn the track during
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this qualifying session. Following some of
the cars from the National Championship
aided him in this process.
For the second meeting in succession, Chris
Grimes was the last to join the qualifying
session. At Oulton he had been delayed
having the regulatory engine map fitted while
at Cadwell he got caught out by the meeting
running some 30 minutes ahead of schedule.
So once he again he had plenty of cars to
overtake thus fifth of the ST-XR’s was the
best he could manage.
Having qualified eleventh at Oulton Park’s
first meeting of the season, Alec Townley
was delighted to be closer to the front of the
field here in Lincolnshire in sixth.
Given the quality of the entry, Mark Golding
www.st-xrchallenge.com
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Qualifying Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Faces of the ST-XR Challenge
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Race 1

THE
HEAT
IS ON

Like the weather, the action was hot,
hot, hot for the first race of the weekend
Having qualified together, the National
Championship and the ST-XR Challenge cars
gridded up separately with the former setting
off when the red lights went out while our
drivers had to wait for the starter to wave a
flag.
When the second set of cars were unleashed,
it was Mark Robinson who got away well and
took the lead into Coppice. By the time Park
Corner was reached the front 3 of Robinson,
Will Heslop and Lee Bowron had already
opened out a small gap to everyone else who
were led by Sam Beckett. The latter made a
few errors early in the contest which allowed
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the leaders to pull away.
Robinson was flying and pulled out a gap of
almost a second to Heslop on lap 2. Bowron
lost touch with the leading duo when he
encountered one of the slower Mk7s at
Charlies. The car also held up Beckett,
despite
him
repeatedly
flashing
his
headlights, pushing him back further
although Sam’s closest pursuer – Chris
Grimes – was also delayed by the same very
wide Fiesta affording Beckett some breathing
space.
To add a twist to proceedings, oil had gone
done on the latter part of the lap and when
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Robinson encountered this at the bottom of
The Mountain he ran in too deep allowing
Heslop through into the lead but he was in
front for less than a complete lap as a
mistake at Charlies allowed Robinson to carry
more momentum down Park Straight to get
back ahead.
Heslop was disappointed that he made the
error because it proved to be the decisive
moment of the race as Robinson went on to
take the win.
Lee Bowron retired from third on lap 5 when
his temperature gauge was sky rocketing
handing the final place on the podium to
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Beckett. Grimes had reeled him in to apply
great pressure over the last 3 or 4 laps but
couldn’t find a way by – although he believed
he would have got ahead had the chequered
flag come out one lap later.
In fifth Lewis Bowron recorded his best ever
result having started eleventh – his finishing
position was despite a 5 second penalty for
exceeding track limits. His ST felt excellent!
His brother, Ryan, wasn’t enjoying life quite
to the same extent. On his debut with a Class
D car, suspension problems restricted him to
one lap in qualifying and he fared little better
in this race, failing to complete a lap.
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Our only entrant in Class B this weekend,
Jason Hennefer, was sixth. He had a “sweaty”
15 minutes due to the warm weather. The
Escort driver had got the jump on Alec
Townley at the start but the latter was back
ahead of him going into Hall Bends. Townley,
however, was destined to retire when a coolant
hose burst. He switched on the fan to try to
reduce the temperature of his engine but this
just drained the battery.

rear bearings and the brakes ahead of the race
meeting but the bearings both seized after
two laps of qualifying.
Numerous phone calls failed to locate
replacements close to the circut and so Simon

decided to drive all the way to North Wales to
take the bearings from his brother Mark’s
XR2. This necessitated a 7 hour round trip
and meant he would miss both of Saturday’s
races. He was grateful for the company of his

sister Clare as he ventured back and forth
across the country.

Chris Grimes reeled in Sam Beckett but
couldn’t take third place from him

Matthew Spencer reported that his car keeps
getting better and better. He came out on top
in a midfield fight with Tony Mumford, Chris
Rowlands and Matthew Morton for seventh.
The latter had qualified ahead of these drivers
in his Class A XR2 but was boxed in at the first
corner which allowed a stream of ST’s to pass
around his outside. He recovered to latch on
to the back of this battle but couldn’t make
any further progress as the powerful, newer
Fiestas were too well driven.
Our final finishers were Adam Bissell and Paul
McHugh after John Spencer retired with an
overheating engine – the override fan had
failed. Meanwhile Mark Golding ran wide onto
the grass at the Gooseneck on the opening lap
and then spun. He got going again but it was
all too much excitement for his car which went
into “limp home” mode forcing him out of the
race.
Simon Robinson had intended to debut the
Class A XR2 that he bought over the Winter.
He spent a good few months making the car
his own with the aim of appearing with it here
at Cadwell Park. Not only is it such a great
circuit but it is only 15 minutes from Simon’s
home… and he holds the XR2 lap record for
the track which he wanted to defend.
All did not go to plan however. As this was to
be his first race for 5 years, Robinson had
taken part in a track day a week before the
meeting but this was cut short by a failed rear
wheel bearing. To be safe, he replaced both
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Race 1 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 2

SUPER
SET-UP
With a great set-up for the wet
conditions, Will Heslop won race 2
Following his race 1 retirement, Alec Townley
was still charging his battery and removing
coolant fluid from the electrics in his engine
bay and so was on non-starter. It would be
later in the evening when he finally got his
motor running.
Townley was possibly in the safest place back
in the paddock as rain had come in from
nowhere and meant this contest would take
place on a soaking track.
For father and son, Lee and Lewis Bowron, the
opening contest of the day had been one of
contrasting fortunes. Lee was disappointed to
retire from a strong third with an overheating
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engine while Lewis had been delighted to
work his way up the order to net fifth. The
resulting
starting
positions
plus
the
treacherous condition would prove to be
disastrous.
Lewis and Jason Hennefer reached Coppice
side by side in fifth and sixth where the
former clipped the inside kerb. On the low
grip tarmac, this caused him to skid into
Hennefer causing the Escort driver to spin on
to the grass while Lewis headed off in the
other direction and had heavy contact with
the barriers. This fired him back into the
middle of the track where his Dad was rapidly
www.st-xrchallenge.com

approaching as he looked to gain places from
his lowly starting position. The resulting
sickening impact caused extensive damage to
both cars but fortunately the drivers were
unhurt. Race Control immediately called for
the red flags.
Up on the front row, second on the grid was
Will Heslop who made a last minute change of
settings when the precipitation began. These
proved to be perfect. As with the original
start, he was the first to reach Coppice when
the re-run began and pulled away from Mark
Robinson who was running too dry a set up.
Heslop made it one-win apiece between these
www.st-xrchallenge.com

pair when he took the chequered flag more
than 3.5 secs ahead after the reduced 10
minute duration.
In third, Sam Beckett’s original start was
good but rounding the first corner he saw
the Bowrons colliding in his mirrors. His
second getaway was as bad as the first one
was good and, off the line, he lost third place
to his Tensport Performance team mate,
Chris Grimes, who had a set up that really
suited the conditions. He was able to pull
away from Beckett and almost match the
pace of the two leaders – something he was
delighted about.
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To add to his woes, Beckett was struggling on
worn tyres which led to a last lap spin at the
Gooseneck and a very sideways moment at the
final corner. He still managed to claim fourth.
The damage sustained to Jason Hennefer’s
Escort when he was clipped by Lewis Bowron
wasn’t enough to prevent him from taking the
restart and motoring home in fifth.
Once again Matthew Spencer, Tony Mumford
and Chris Rowlands spent the race covered by
the proverbial pocket handkerchief. Missing
from this scrap was Matthew Morton. Like
others at the back of the pack the race got
underway before he had properly taken his
grid spot to enable Cadwell’s curfew to be
beaten. This meant Spencer, Mumford and
Rowlands set off without him but instead
Morton had a great ding dong battle with
Adam Bissell. He came out on top to take
ninth overall with a pass over The Mountain on
the last lap.
Paul McHugh and Mark Golding came home in
eleventh and twelfth. The race was a new
experience for Golding as he had never
competed in the wet before.
Two drivers failed to finish. Ryan Bowron had
more new car teething issues while John
Spencer had a mysteriously down on power
engine.

Mark Golding was racing in
the wet for the first time
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Race 2 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 3

BEST OF 3

With weather conditions returning to dry and
sunny this race was a cracker. Will Heslop
made a blinding start to lead Mark Robinson
and the rest of the field into Coppice as
behind Chris Grimes and Sam Beckett
rounded the first corner wheel to wheel
before Grimes claimed third. These 4
circulated in close company.
Robinson was trying everything he knew to
take the lead but Heslop was putting the
lessons learnt in the previous 2 races to good
use
and
was
defending
beautifully.
Meanwhile, Grimes and Beckett were also
using every inch of the track – and often a
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little bit more – trying to stay with the two
leaders. At one point Beckett got on grass at
The Gooseneck once more but, unlike the
previous day, the dry conditions enabled him
to keep everything pointing in the correct
direction and remain on the tail of Grimes.
So close to Heslop was Robinson that his
engine temperature went off the scale and he
had to drop back briefly to let air get into his
radiator. Once everything had cooled down,
Robinson tried again but Heslop had
everything under control to take his second
win of the weekend.
Grimes was delighted to be so close to the
www.st-xrchallenge.com

As Mark Robinson and Will Heslop had
each won a race, this was the decider

pace of the leading duo as he completed the
podium while Beckett lost ground in fourth
when he was delayed by a backmarker at Hall
Bends but had the consolation of setting the
fastest lap at the end of the contest.
After his epic 7 hour road trip to pick up
replacement rear bearings for his Class A XR2
the previous day, Simon Robinson took fifth
from the back of the grid! He had fitted the
new parts at the circuit that morning.
He made a great start and set about picking
off the cars ahead of him one by one. As
most of these were the more powerful STs
these initially proved something of a
www.st-xrchallenge.com

conundrum but Simon realised that if he
maximised the benefit of the superior grip
from his XR2 in the corners, he could carry
more speed down the following straight and
be in a position to attempt a pass in the next
braking area. At other times he was able to
harry people into making mistakes.
Simon was having a ball and didn’t want the
race to end! What pleased him most was that
his fastest lap was only 0.3 secs away from
the leaders and that was with him being quite
cautious as he had not raced for 5 years. He
is hopeful of being able to be in the mix for
an overall race win if he avoids fitting rear
wheel bearings that self-destruct. He was
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grateful to his brother Mark for lending him
his for this race.
Going by the results of the previous races of
the weekend, Jason Hennefer could have been
expected to be the next car home however he
had a nightmare start because from his
position on the grid he was unable to see the
starter’s flag. This meant he had to take his
cue from when the other cars around him set
off. The resulting slight delay meant he was
engulfed on the run down to the first corner.
From then on Hennefer decided to bring his
Escort home safe and sound rather than take
risks trying to recover the places he had lost.

encounter, repassed him at Mansfield.

race.

At the start of lap 2, Townley looked to follow
Bowron through when he passed Adam Bissell
at Charlies but he decided discretion was the
better part of valour. He successfully overtook
Bissell the next time they tackled the same
corner. However, by this time the rest of the
pack were some distance away and Townley
was unable to catch them until the end of the

Behind Bissell, Mark Golding completed our
finishers. He was someway adrift as he had
another spin which caused his car to go into
“limp home” mode once more. This time
however he turned his ignition off and on
again which cleared the issue allowing him
to continue.

retirement from this event as his engine was
once again down on power. Back at home, the
problem turned out be the butterfly valve in the
throttle which wouldn’t open more than twothirds. This will be fixed in time for the next
meeting at Silverstone.

Like his son, Matthew, John Spencer was a

Therefore, the weekend long battle between
Matthew Spencer, Chris Rowlands and Tony
Mumford was for sixth place. It wasn’t quite
the close dicing we had seen on Saturday as
Spencer was absolutely flying and had pulled
away from his pursuers by 4 or 5 seconds but
then he had a rear hub failure which sent him
into a spin and out of the race at Hall Bends.
Fortunately, the car came to a halt without
hitting the barriers.
While Spencer disappeared into the distance
before his early demise, Rowlands and
Mumford were joined by two drivers who were
enjoying their best showings of the weekend –
Ryan Bowron and Paul McHugh.
Having lost a few places at the start, Matthew
Morton passed Hennefer to latch on to the
back of this midfield scrap but the race ended
before he could gain the further places Morton
believed were obtainable if there had been
more time.
With his car now running on full song, Alec
Townley made a great start from the back of
the grid. He moved right to ty to gain places
but the gap alongside the pit-wall disappeared
forcing him to back off. Undeterred, he swept
around the outside of Mark Golding and Ryan
Bowron at the second apex of Charlies
although Bowron, who had great pace in this
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Adam Bissell was taking part in his
second meeting with the Challenge
www.st-xrchallenge.com
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Race 3 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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This report was produced by
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Visit https://jonelseyphotography.photoshelter.com/index for 270 images from
qualifying and the 3 races at Cadwell Park
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